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Abstract
To build a high-quality open-domain chatbot,
we introduce the effective training process of
PLATO-2 via curriculum learning. There are
two stages involved in the learning process.
In the first stage, a coarse-grained generation
model is trained to learn response generation
under the simplified framework of one-to-one
mapping. In the second stage, a fine-grained
generation model and an evaluation model are
further trained to learn diverse response gen-
eration and response coherence estimation, re-
spectively. PLATO-2 was trained on both Chi-
nese and English data, whose effectiveness
and superiority are verified through compre-
hensive evaluations, achieving new state-of-
the-art results.
1 Introduction
Recently, task agnostic pre-training with large-
scale transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017)
and general text corpora has achieved great success
in natural language understanding (Devlin et al.,
2019) as well as natural language generation, es-
pecially open-domain dialogue generation. For in-
stance, based on the general language model GPT-
2 (Radford et al., 2019), DialoGPT (Zhang et al.,
2020) is further trained for response generation us-
ing Reddit comments. To obtain a human-like open-
domain chatbot, Meena (Adiwardana et al., 2020)
scales up the network parameters to 2.6B and em-
ploys more social media conversations in the train-
ing process, leading to significant improvement on
response quality. To mitigate undesirable toxic or
bias traits of large corpora, Blender (Roller et al.,
2020) further fine-tunes the pre-trained model with
human annotated datasets and emphasizes desirable
conversational skills of engagingness, knowledge,
empathy and personality.
∗Equal contribution.
Besides the above attempts from model scale
and data selection, PLATO (Bao et al., 2020) aims
to tackle the inherent one-to-many mapping prob-
lem to improve response quality. The one-to-many
mapping refers to that one dialogue context might
correspond to multiple appropriate responses. It
is widely recognized that the capability of mod-
eling one-to-many relationship is crucial for re-
sponse generation (Zhao et al., 2017; Chen et al.,
2019). PLATO explicitly models this one-to-many
relationship via discrete latent variables, aiming to
boost the quality of dialogue generation.
In this work, we will try to scale up PLATO to
PLATO-2 and discuss its effective training schema
via curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009). There
are two stages involved in the whole learning pro-
cess, as sketched in Figure 1. In the first stage,
under the simplified one-to-one mapping model-
ing, a coarse-grained generation model is trained
for appropriate response generation under different
conversation contexts. The second stage contin-
ues to refine the generation with a fine-grained
generation model and an evaluation model. The
fine-grained generation model explicitly models
the one-to-many mapping relationship for diverse
response generation. To select the most appropriate
responses generated by the fine-grained generation
model, the evaluation model is trained to estimate
the coherence of the responses.
As for response selection, previous studies have
employed variant scoring functions, including for-
ward response generation probability (Adiwardana
et al., 2020), backward context recover probability
(Zhang et al., 2020) and bi-directional coherence
probability (Bao et al., 2020). However, the for-
ward score favors safe and generic responses due
to the property of maximum likelihood, while the
backward score tends to select the response with a
high overlap with the context, resulting in repeti-
tive conversations. In order to ameliorate the above
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Figure 1: Curriculum learning process in PLATO-2.
problems, we adopt the bi-directional coherence
estimation in the evaluation model of PLATO-2,
whose effectiveness is also verified in the experi-
ments.
We trained PLATO-2 models with different sizes:
1.6 Billion parameters and 310 Million parame-
ters. In addition to the English models, we also
trained Chinese models with massive social me-
dia conversations. Comprehensive experiments on
both English and Chinese datasets demonstrate that
PLATO-2 outperforms the state-of-the-art models.
We will release our models and source codes at
GitHub soon, hoping to facilitate the research in
open-domain dialogue generation.1
2 Methodology
2.1 Model Architecture
The infrastructure of PLATO-2 is shown in Fig-
ure 2(a), consisted of transformer blocks. The
key components of the transform block include
layer normalization, multi-head attention and feed
forward layers. In the arrangement of these com-
ponents, there are two options with regarding to
the location of layer normalization. One way is
the original post-normalization used in BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019), where layer normalization is
placed between residual connections. The other
way is the recent pre-normalization used in GPT-
2 (Radford et al., 2019), where layer normaliza-
tion is placed within residual connections. As re-
ported in Megatron-LM (Shoeybi et al., 2019), post-
normalization leads to performance degradation as
the model size increases, and pre-normalization
enables stable training in large-scale models. As
such, pre-normalization is adopted in our model.
Besides, unlike conventional Seq2Seq, there
are no separate encoder and decoder networks in
1https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/
plato/plato-2
our infrastructure. For the sake of training effi-
ciency, PLATO-2 keeps the unified network for bi-
directional context encoding and uni-directional re-
sponse generation through flexible attention mech-
anism (Dong et al., 2019; Bao et al., 2020).
2.2 Curriculum Learning
In this work, we carry out effective training of
PLATO-2 via curriculum learning. As shown
in Figure 2(b), there are two stages involved in
the learning process: during stage 1, a coarse-
grained baseline model is trained for general re-
sponse generation under the simplified one-to-one
mapping relationship; during stage 2, two models
of fine-grained generation and evaluation are fur-
ther trained for diverse response generation and
response coherence estimation respectively. Al-
though the backbones of these models are all trans-
former blocks, the self-attention masks are de-
signed accordingly in order to fit the training objec-
tives.
2.2.1 General Response Generation
It is well known that there exists a one-to-many rela-
tionship in conversations, where a piece of context
may have multiple appropriate responses. Since the
classical generation network is designed to fit one-
to-one mapping, they tend to generate generic and
dull responses. Whereas, it is still an efficient way
to capture the general characteristics of response
generation. As such, we first train a coarse-grained
baseline model to learn general response genera-
tion under the simplified relationship of one-to-one
mapping. Given one training sample of context and
response (c, r), we need to minimize the following
negative log-likelihood (NLL) loss:
LBaselineNLL = −E log p(r|c)
= −E
T∑
t=1
log p(rt|c, r<t) ,
(1)
where T is the length of the target response r and
r<t denotes previously generated words. Since the
response generation is a uni-directional decoding
process, each token in the response only attends to
those before it, shown as dashed orange lines in Fig-
ure 2. As for the context, bi-directional attention is
enabled for better natural language understanding,
shown as blue lines in Figure 2.
2.2.2 Diverse Response Generation
Based upon the coarse-grained baseline model, di-
verse response generation is further trained under
Figure 2: PLATO-2 illustration. (a) Network overview with the details of transformer blocks. (b) Curriculum
learning process with self-attention visualization and training objectives.
the relationship of one-to-many mapping. Follow-
ing our previous work PLATO (Bao et al., 2020),
the discrete latent variable is introduced for the
one-to-many relationship modeling. It will first es-
timate the latent act distribution of the training sam-
ple p(z|c, r) and then generate the response with
the sampled latent variable p(r|c, z). The NLL loss
of diverse response generation is defined as follows:
LGenerationNLL = −Ez∼p(z|c,r) log p(r|c, z)
= −Ez∼p(z|c,r)
T∑
t=1
log p(rt|c, z, r<t) ,
(2)
where z is the latent act sampled from p(z|c, r).
The posterior distribution over latent values is es-
timated through the task of latent act recognition:
p(z|c, r) = softmax(W1h[M ] + b1) ∈ RK , (3)
where h[M ] ∈ RD is the final hidden state of the
special mask [M], W1 ∈ RK×D and b1 ∈ RK
denote the weight matrices of one fully-connected
layer.
Besides the classical NLL loss, the bag-of-words
(BOW) loss (Zhao et al., 2017) is also employed
to facilitate the training process of discrete latent
variables:
LGenerationBOW = −Ez∼p(z|c,r)
T∑
t=1
log p(rt|c, z)
= −Ez∼p(z|c,r)
T∑
t=1
log
efrt∑
v∈V efv
,
(4)
where V refers to the whole vocabulary. The func-
tion f tries to predict the words within the target
response in a non-autoregressive way:
f = softmax(W2hz + b2) ∈ R|V | , (5)
where hz is the final hidden state of the latent vari-
able and |V | is the vocabulary size. frt denotes
the estimated probability of word rt. As compared
with NLL loss, the BOW loss discards the order of
words and forces the latent variable to capture the
global information of the target response.
To sum up, the objective of the fine-grained gen-
eration model is to minimize the following inte-
grated loss:
LGeneration = LGenerationNLL + LGenerationBOW (6)
2.2.3 Response Coherence Estimation
Recently one strategy has been shown effective
in boosting response quality, which first generates
multiple candidate responses and then performs
ranking according to a score function. While there
are different definitions about this score function,
which can be divided into three categories. Firstly,
the length-average log-likelihood is employed in
Meena (Adiwardana et al., 2020) as the score func-
tion, which considers the forward generation proba-
bility of the response given the context p(r|c). Sec-
ondly, the maximum mutual information is utilized
in DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020), which consid-
ers the backward probability to recover the context
given the candidate response p(c|r). Thirdly, a dis-
criminative function is used in PLATO (Bao et al.,
2020) for coherence estimation between the context
and response p(lr|c, r), where lr is the coherence
label. Given that the forward score favors safe re-
sponses and the backward score produces repetitive
conversations, PLATO-2 adopts the bi-directional
coherence estimation in the evaluation model.
The loss of response coherence estimation (RCE)
is defined as follows:
LEvaluationRCE =− log p(lr = 1|c, r)
− log p(lr− = 0|c, r−)
(7)
The positive training samples come from the dia-
logue context and corresponding target response
(c, r), with coherence label lr = 1. And the neg-
ative samples are created by randomly selecting
responses from the corpus (c, r−), with coherence
label lr− = 0.
To maintain the capacity of distributed represen-
tation, the task of masked language model (MLM)
(Devlin et al., 2019) is also included in the evalu-
ation network. Within this task, 15% of the input
tokens will be masked at random and the network
needs to recover the masked ones. The MLM loss
is defined as:
LEvaluationMLM = −E
∑
m∈M
log p(xm|x\M ), (8)
where x refers to the input tokens of context and
response. {xm}m∈M stands for masked tokens and
x\M denotes the rest unmasked ones.
To sum up, the objective of the evaluation model
is to minimize the following integrated loss:
LEvaluation = LEvaluationRCE + LEvaluationMLM (9)
3 Experiments
3.1 Training Data
PLATO-2 has English and Chinese models, with
training data extracted from open-domain social
media conversations. The details are elaborated as
follows.
3.1.1 English Data
The English training data is extracted from Reddit
comments, which are collected by a third party and
made publicly available on pushshift.io (Baumgart-
ner et al., 2020). As the comments are formatted
in message trees, any conversation path from the
root to a tree node can be treated as one training
sample, with the node as response and its former
turns as context. To improve the generation quality,
we carry out elaborate data cleaning. A message
node and its sub-trees will be removed if any of the
following conditions is met.
1) The number of BPE tokens is more than 128 or
less than 2.
2) Any word has more than 30 characters or the
message has more than 1024 characters.
3) The percentage of alphabetic characters is less
than 70%.
4) The message contains URL.
5) The message contains special strings, such as r/,
u/, &amp.
6) The message has a high overlap with the par-
ent’s text.
7) The message is repeated more than 100 times.
8) The message contains offensive words.
9) The subreddit is quarantined.
10) The author is a known bot.
After filtering, the data is split into training and
validation sets in chronological order. The train-
ing set contains 684M (context, response) samples,
ranging from December 2005 to July 2019. For the
validation set, 0.2M samples are selected from the
rest data after July 2019. The English vocabulary
contains 8K BPE tokens (Sennrich et al., 2016),
constructed with SentencePiece library.
3.1.2 Chinese Data
The Chinese training data is collected from pub-
lic domain social medias, followed by a similar
cleaning process. After filtering, there are 1.2B
(context, response) samples in the training set and
0.1M samples in the validation set. As for the Chi-
nese vocabulary, it contains 30K BPE tokens.
3.2 Training Details
PLATO-2 has two model sizes: a small version of
310M parameters and a standard version of 1.6B
parameters. The 310M parameter model has 24
transformer blocks and 16 attention heads, with the
embedding dimension of 1024. The 1.6B parameter
model has 32 transformer blocks and 32 attention
heads, with the embedding dimension of 2048.
The hyper-parameters used in the training pro-
cess are listed as follows. The maximum sequence
lengths of context and response are all set to 128.
We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) as the op-
timizer, with a learning rate scheduler including
a linear warmup and an invsqrt decay (Vaswani
et al., 2017). To train the large-scale model with
a relatively large batch size, we employ gradient
checkpointing (Chen et al., 2016) to trade com-
putation for memory. Detailed configurations are
summarized in Table 1. The training was carried
out on 64 Nvidia Tesla V100 32G GPU cards. It
takes about 3 weeks for the 1.6B parameter model
to accomplish the curriculum learning process.
3.3 Evaluation Settings
3.3.1 Compared Methods
The following methods have been compared in the
experiments.
• DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020) is trained on
the basis of GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) us-
ing Reddit comments. There are three model
sizes: 117M, 345M and 762M. Since the 345M
parameter model obtains the best performance
in their evaluations, we compare with it in the
experiments.
• Blender (Roller et al., 2020) is firstly trained us-
ing Reddit comments and then fine-tuned with
human annotated conversations, to help empha-
size desirable conversational skills of engaging-
ness, knowledge, empathy and personality. Dur-
ing fine-tuning, there are four datasets included:
ConvAI2 (Zhang et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2020),
Empathetic Dialogues (Rashkin et al., 2019),
Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2019) and
Blended Skill Talk (Smith et al., 2020). These
annotated conversations are referred as BST in
short. Blender has three model sizes: 90M, 2.7B
and 9.4B. Since the 2.7B parameter model ob-
tains the best performance in their evaluations,
we compare with it in the experiments.
• Meena (Adiwardana et al., 2020) is an open-
domain chatbot trained with social media con-
versations. Meena has 2.6B model parameters,
similar to Blender. Given that Meena has not re-
leased the model or provided a service interface,
it is difficult to perform comprehensive compari-
son. In the experiments, we include the provided
samples in their paper for static evaluation.
• Microsoft XiaoIce (Zhou et al., 2020) is a popu-
lar social chatbot in Chinese. In the experiments,
we use the official Weibo platform to chat with
XiaoIce.
For the sake of comprehensive and fair compar-
isons, three versions of PLATO-2 are included in
the experiments.
• PLATO 1.6B parameter model is the standard
version in English, which is first trained using
Reddit comments and then fine-tuned with BST
conversations. This model will be compared to
the state-of-the-art open-domain chatbot Blender,
to measure the effectiveness of PLATO-2.
• PLATO 310M parameter model is a small ver-
sion in English, which is trained with Reddit
comments. This model will be compared to Di-
aloGPT, as they have similar model scales and
training data.
• PLATO 333M parameter Chinese model2 will
be compared to XiaoIce in the experiments.
3.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
We carry out both automatic and human evaluations
in the experiments. In automatic evaluation, to
assess the model’s capacity on lexical diversity, we
use the corpus-level metric of distinct-1/2 (Li et al.,
2016a), which is defined as the number of distinct
uni- or bi-grams divided by the total number of
generated words.
In human evaluation, we employ four utterance-
level and dialogue-level metrics, including coher-
ence, informativeness, engagingness and human-
ness. Three crowd-sourcing workers are asked to
score the response/dialogue quality on a scale of
[0, 1, 2], with the final score determined through
majority voting. The higher score, the better. These
criteria are discussed as follows, with scoring de-
tails provided in the Appendix.
• Coherence is an utterance-level metric, measur-
ing whether the response is relevant and consis-
tent with the context.
• Informativeness is also an utterance-level metric,
evaluating whether the response is informative
or not given the context.
• Engagingness is a dialogue-level metric, assess-
ing whether the annotator would like to talk with
the speaker for a long conversation.
• Humanness is also a dialogue-level metric, judg-
ing whether the speaker is a human being or not.
2This model has 24 transformer blocks and 16 attention
heads, with the embedding dimension of 1024. As the Chinese
vocabulary contains 30K BPE tokens, this model has 23M
more parameters than the English small model.
Model Stage Batch Size Learning Rate Warmup Steps Training Steps
310M Parameter
1. Baseline 524,288 1e-3 4000 20w
2.1. Generation 262,144 4e-5 4000 10w
2.2. Evaluation 524,288 1e-4 4000 10w
1.6B Parameter
1. Baseline 524,288 5e-4 3125 20w
2.1. Generation 65,536 1e-5 3125 10w
2.2. Evaluation 524,288 5e-5 3125 10w
Training Data Model
Human Evaluation Automatic Evaluation Average
LengthCoherence Informativeness Engagingness Humanness Distinct-1 Distinct-2
Reddit
DialoGPT 0.720 0.712 0.340 0.100 0.143 0.504 9.906
PLATO 310M 1.572 1.620 1.300 1.160 0.064 0.432 23.536
Reddit + BST
Blender 1.856 1.816 1.820 1.540 0.115 0.387 17.677
PLATO 1.6B 1.920 1.892 1.840 1.740 0.163 0.603 16.540
Model
Human Evaluation Automatic Evaluation Average
LengthCoherence Informativeness Engagingness Humanness Distinct-1 Distinct-2
Microsoft XiaoIce 0.869 0.822 0.560 0.260 0.289 0.764
PLATO 310M Chinese 1.737 1.683 1.600 1.480 0.212 0.713
Table 1: Training configurations of PLATO-2.
Model Stage Batch Size Learning Rate Warmup Steps Training Steps
310M Parameter
1. Baseline , -3 2
2. . Gen ration 262,144 4 -5 4000 1
.2. Evalu ti 524,288 -4 4000
1.6B Parameter
1. Baseline , -4 2
2.1. Generation 65,536 1e-5 3125 10w
2.2. Evaluation 524,288 5e-5 3125 10w
Training Data Model
Human Evaluation Automatic Evaluation Average
LengthCoherence Informativeness Engagingness Humanness Distinct-1 Distinct-2
Reddit
DialoGPT 0.720 0.7 2 0.34 0.10 . 43 .504 9.906
PL T  310M .572 .620 .30 .16 .0 4 .432 23. 36
Reddit + BST
Blender 1.856 1.816 1.820 1.540 0.115 0.387 17.677
PLATO 1.6B 1.920 1.892 1.840 1.740 0.163 0.603 16.540
Model
Human Evaluation Automatic Evaluation Average
LengthCoherence Informativeness Engagingness Humanness Distinct-1 Distinct-2
Microsoft XiaoIce 0.869 0.822 0.560 0.260 0.289 0.764
PLATO 310M Chinese 1.737 1.683 1.600 1.480 0.212 0.713
Table 2: Self-chat evaluation results, with best value written in bold.
3.4 Experimental Results
In the experiments, we include both static and in-
teractive evaluations.
3.4.1 Self-Chat Evaluation
Self-chats have been widely used in the evaluation
of dialogue systems (Li et al., 2016b; Bao et al.,
2019; Roller et al., 2020), where a model plays
the role of both partners in the conversation. As
compared with human-bot conversations, self-chat
logs can be collected efficiently at a cheaper price.
As reported in Li et al. (2019), self-chat evaluations
exhibit high agreement with the human-bot chat
evaluations. In the experiments, we ask the bot to
perform self-chats and then invite crowd-sourcing
workers to evaluate the dialogue quality.
The way to start the interactive conversation
needs special attention. As pointed out by Roller
et al. (2020), if starting with ’Hi!’, partners tend
to greet with each other and only cover some shal-
low topics in the short conversation. Therefore,
to expose the model’s weaknesses and explore the
model’s limits, we choose to start the interactive
conversation with pre-selected topics. We use the
classical 200 questions as the start topic (Vinyals
and Le, 2015) and ask the bot to performance self-
chats given the context. There are 10 utterances
in each dialogue, including the input start utter-
ance. We carry out automatic evaluation on the 200
self-chat logs and randomly select 50 conversations
from 200 self-chat logs for human evaluation.
The compared models are divided into two
groups. The first group includes DialoGPT 345M
model and PLATO 31 M model. Both of them are
trained using Reddit comments and have similar
model scales. The second group includes Blender
2.7B model and PLATO 1.6B model. Both of them
are trained using Reddit comments and further fine-
tuned with BST conversations. In human evalua-
tion, two self-chat logs, which are from the same
group and have the same start topic, will be dis-
played to three crowd-sourcing workers. One exam-
ple is given in Figure 3. As suggested in ACUTE-
Eval (Li et al., 2019), we ask crowd-sourcing work-
ers to pay attention to only one speaker within
a dialogue. In the evaluation, they need to give
scores on coherence and informativeness for each
P1’s utterance, and assess P1’s overall quality on
engagingness and humanness. The self-chat evalu-
ation results are summarized in Table 2. These re-
sults demonstrate that PLATO 1.6B model obtains
the best performance across human and automatic
evaluations. The gap of Blender and PLATO-2 on
the corpus-level metric distinct-1/2 suggests that
PLATO-2 has a better capacity on lexical diver-
sity. In addition, the difference between these two
groups indicates that enlarging model scales and
exploiting human annotated conversations help im-
prove the dialogue quality.
3.4.2 Human-Bot Chat Evaluation
In the Chinese evaluation, it is difficult to carry
out self-chats for Microsoft XiaoIce, as there is no
public available API. Therefore, we collect human-
Model Stage Batch Size Learning Rate Warmup Steps Training Steps
310M Parameter
1. Baseline 524,288 1e-3 4000 20w
2.1. Generation 262,144 4e-5 4000 10w
2.2. Evaluation 524,288 1e-4 4000 10w
1.6B Parameter
1. Baseline 524,288 5e-4 3125 20w
2.1. Generation 65,536 1e-5 3125 10w
2.2. Evaluation 524,288 5e-5 3125 10w
Training Data Model
Human Evaluation Automatic Evaluation Average
LengthCoherence Informativeness Engagingness Humanness Distinct-1 Distinct-2
Reddit
DialoGPT 0.720 0.712 0.340 0.100 0.143 0.504 9.906
PLATO 310M 1.572 1.620 1.300 1.160 0.064 0.432 23.536
Reddit + BST
Blender 1.856 1.816 1.820 1.540 0.115 0.387 17.677
PLATO 1.6B 1.920 1.892 1.840 1.740 0.163 0.603 16.540
Model
Human Evaluation Automatic Evaluation Average
LengthCoherence Informativeness Engagingness Humanness Distinct-1 Distinct-2
Microsoft XiaoIce 0.869 0.822 0.560 0.260 0.289 0.764 6.979
PLATO 333M Chinese 1.737 1.683 1.600 1.480 0.212 0.713 6.641
Table 3: Chinese interactive evaluation results, with best value written in bold.
do you drink alcohol ?
No, I do not drink alcohol. I don't like the way it 
makes me feel.
i know what you mean . i don't drink either . i
just don't see the point .
Yeah, it's not for everyone. Some people like it, 
but I'm not one of them.
i feel the same . it's just not for me . what do you 
like to do for fun ?
I like to play video games, watch movies, and 
hang out with friends. What about you?
that's cool . i like to go to the movies too . what's 
your favorite movie ?
I like a lot of movies, but my favorite of all time is 
The Godfather Part II. What's yours?
i love the godfather too . i think my favorite is the 
first one . what about you ?
I think the second one is my favorite. I love 
Michael Corleone. What do you do for a living?
do you drink alcohol ?
i drink beer but not often
that is fine, do you like sweet or bitter alcohol?
i like bitter alcohols more, but i do like both. i
don't drink often enough though.
i prefer bitter alcohol as well. what is your 
favorite beer?
my favorite brewery that serves beer is founders. 
they have excellent brown ales.
founders is very good. they are based out of 
detroit but the brewery is in royal oak ohio
yes they're in royal oak! have you ever been to 
founders? they have two breweries in pittsburgh
and columbus
i have been to founders brewery in columbus! 
great place to visit.
i've always wanted to go! i'd love to visit the one 
in columbus
Start
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
Start
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
Blender 2.7B PLATO 1.6B
Figure 3: Self-chat examples by Blender and PLATO-2.
bot conversations through their official Weibo plat-
form. The interactive conversation also starts with
a pre-selected topic and continues for 7-14 rounds,
where 50 diverse topics are extracted from the high-
frequency topics of a commercial chatbot, includ-
ing travel, movie, hobby and so on. The collected
human-bot conversations are distributed to crowd-
sourcing workers for evaluation. The human and
automatic evaluation results are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. XiaoIce obtains higher distinct values, which
may use a retrieval-based strategy in response gen-
eration. The human evaluations demonstrate that
our PLATO-2 model achieves significant improve-
ments over XiaoIce across all the human evaluation
metrics.
3.4.3 Static Evaluation
Besides the interactive evaluation, we also include
static evaluation to analyze the model’s perfor-
mance. In static evaluation, each model will pro-
duce a response towards the given multi-turn con-
text. To compare with Meena, we include their
provided 60 static samples in the paper’s Appendix
Model
Meena Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
Meena 1.750 1.617 1.583
DialoGPT 1.233 1.067 1.017
Blender 1.800 1.767 1.683
PLATO 1.6B 1.900 1.917 1.850
Blender Win Tie PLATO 1.6B Win
8 18 24
Model
Daily Dialog Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
DialoGPT 1.117 1.033 0.917
Blender 1.767 1.617 1.633
PLATO 1.6B 1.867 1.850 1.833
Model
Reddit Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
DialoGPT 1.283 1.283 1.183
Blender 1.767 1.550 1.583
PLATO 1.6B 1.900 1.900 1.883
Table 4: Static evaluation results, with best value writ-
ten in bold.
你会游泳吗
特别会游
这么厉害，我不会
没事 游泳圈 要不我教你
好呀，你怎么学会的
哪里有教学游泳的么
你教我呀
我会游泳
你真厉害，我怕水
我教你
Can you swim?
Yes, I’m very good at swimming.
Awesome. I can’t swim.
Start
Bot
Human
Start
Microsoft XiaoIce
好，我们约个时间一起游泳
好的啊，一起吃饭
先游泳再吃饭
吃饭了
Don’t worry. Swim ring. Or I can teach you.
Great. How did you learn it?
Is there any swimming course?  
You can teach me.
I can swim.
Cool. I am afraid of water.
I can teach you.
Good. Let us find a time to go swimming together.
All right. Let us have dinner together. 
Swimming first, then dinner.
It is time for dinner.
要吃啥
吃代码
What are you going to eat? 
Code
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Translated
厉害，我也在写代码
问你一下，在网页上如何加入QQ既时聊天的代码?
不知道
给我写一份 c 代码
Human
Human
Bot
Bot
Cool, I am coding too.
A quick question, do you know how to insert the 
code of instant chat into the webpage? 
I don’t know.
Write me c++ code
Human
Human
Bot
Bot
你会游泳吗
会游一点
那你能教我么
我怕把你教的更不会游
我很怕水，不敢游
那我就更不敢教你
你怎么学会的
小时候和小伙伴去河里学的
那还挺好，我也打算学学
去吧去吧,学会了带我一起
Can you swim?
Yes, but not so good at it.
Could you teach me?
Start
Bot
Human
Start
PLATO 333M Chinese
好呀，到时候我们一起去游泳
你不怕我把你扔河里么
我会游泳了就不怕
那你要记得带着泳圈哦
I am afraid I am not a good teacher.
I am afraid of water.
Then I am sure I can’t teach you.
How did you learn it?
I learnt it in the river as a kid, with a bunch
of friends.
That is great. I would like to learn swimming too.
Go for it. We can go swimming together then.
Good, let us go swimming together.
Aren’t you afraid I will throw you into the river?  
I won’t if I can swim.
Remember to bring a swim ring.
嗯嗯，好的
记得把你自己也带着
All right.
Bring yourself as well, lol
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Translated
Figure 4: Human-bot chat examples by Microsoft XiaoIce and PLATO-2.
and generate corresponding responses with other
models. We also include 60 test samples about
daily life from Daily Dialog (Li et al., 2017) and 60
test samples about in-depth discussion from Reddit.
Given that the measurement of humanness usually
needs multi-turn interaction, this metric is excluded
from static evaluation. The evaluation results are
summarized in Table 4. It can be observed that
PLATO-2 is able to produce coherent, informative
and engaging responses under different chat sce-
narios.
3.5 Discussions
3.5.1 Case Analysis
To further analyze the models’ features, two self-
chat examples of Blender and PLATO-2 are pro-
vided in Figure 3. Although both models are able to
produce high-quality engaging conversations, they
exhibit distinct discourse styles. Blender tends to
switch topics quickly in the short conversation, in-
cluding alcohol, hobbies, movies and work. The
emergence of this style might be related with BST
fine-tuning data. For instance, ConvAI2 is about
the exchange of personal information between two
partners, where topics need to switch quickly to
know more about each other. Due to the task set-
tings of data collection, some human annotated
conversations might be a little unnatural. Never-
theless, fine-tuning with BST conversations is es-
sential to mitigate undesirable toxic traits of large
corpora and emphasize desirable skills of human
conversations.
Distinct with Blender, PLATO-2 can stick to the
start topic and conduct in-depth discussions. The
reasons might be two-fold. On the one hand, our
model is able to generate diverse and informative
responses with the accurate modeling of one-to-
many relationship. On the other hand, the eval-
uation model helps select the coherent response
and stick to current topic. We also asked crowd-
sourcing workers to compare the responses gener-
ated by these two models via pairwise ranking. The
comparison result is shown in Table 5, which also
verifies our above analysis on discourse styles.
Besides, we also provide two human-bot chat
examples of XiaoIce and PLATO-2 in Figure 4,
with original interactive logs shown on the left and
translated logs on the right. It can be observed that
some responses produced by XiaoIce are not co-
herent with the contexts and there are some abrupt
changes of topics. By contrast, the interaction with
Model
Meena Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
Meena 1.883 1.733 1.717
DialoGPT 1.300 1.133 1.067
Blender 1.800 1.767 1.683
PLATO 1.6B 1.933 1.917 1.817
Blender Win Tie PLATO 1.6B Win
8 18 24
Model
Daily Dialog Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
DialoGPT 1.117 1.033 0.917
Blender 1.767 1.617 1.633
PLATO 1.6B 1.867 1.850 1.833
Model
Reddit Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
DialoGPT 1.283 1.283 1.183
Blender 1.767 1.550 1.583
PLATO 1.6B 1.900 1.900 1.883
Table 5: Thoroughness with regard to the start topic.
Model
Meena Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
Meena 1.750 1.617 1.583
DialoGPT 1.233 1.067 1.017
Blender 1.800 1.767 1.683
PLATO 1.6B 1.900 1.917 1.850
Blender Win Tie PLATO 1.6B Win
8 18 24
Model
Daily Dialog Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
DialoGPT 1.117 1.033 0.917
Blender 1.767 1.617 1.633
PLATO 1.6B 1.867 1.850 1.833
Model
Reddit Samples
Coherence Informativeness Engagingness
DialoGPT 1.283 1.283 1.183
Blender 1.767 1.550 1.583
PLATO 1.6B 1.900 1.900 1.883
Score Function MAP MRR P@1!(#|%) 0.705 0.790 0. 00!(%|#) 0.672 0.7 7 0.610! '( %, #) 0.754 0.819 0.750
Table 6: Comparison of different score functions in re-
sponse selection, with best value written in bold.
PLATO-2 is more coherent and engaging.
3.5.2 Response Selection Comparison
We carry out more experiments to compare the per-
formance of distinct score functions in response
selection. Firstly, one Chinese response selection
dataset is constructed: 100 dialogue contexts are se-
lected from the test set and 10 candidate responses
are retrieved for each context with a commercial
chatbot. Secondly, we ask crowd-sourcing work-
ers to annotate the label whether the candidate re-
sponse is coherent with the context. Thirdly, we
train three 333M parameter models as the score
function, including the forward response genera-
tion probability p(r|c), the backward context re-
cover probability p(c|r) and the bi-directional co-
herence probability p(lr|c, r). Their results on the
annotated response selection dataset are summa-
rized in Table 6. The metrics of mean average
precision (MAP) (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999), mean
reciprocal rank (MRR) (Voorhees et al., 1999) and
precision at position 1 (P@1) are employed. These
results indicate that PLATO-2’s evaluation model
is better at selecting appropriate responses.
4 Related Work
Related works include large-scale language models
and open-domain dialogue generation.
Large-scale Language Models. Pre-trained large-
scale language models have brought many break-
throughs on various NLP tasks. GPT (Radford
et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) are
representative uni-directional and bi-directional
language models, trained on general text corpora.
By introducing pre-normalization and modifying
weight initialization, GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019)
successfully extends the model scale from 117M
to 1.5B parameters. To cope with memory con-
straints, Megatron-LM (Shoeybi et al., 2019) ex-
ploits model parallelism to train an 8.3B parameter
model on 512 GPUs. GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020)
further trains an 175B parameter autoregressive lan-
guage model, demonstrating strong performance
on many NLP tasks. The development of large-
scale language models is also beneficial to the task
of dialogue generation.
Open-domain Dialogue Generation. On the ba-
sis of GPT-2, DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020) is
trained for response generation using Reddit com-
ments. To obtain a human-like open-domain chat-
bot, Meena (Adiwardana et al., 2020) scales up
the network parameters to 2.6B and utilizes more
social media conversations in the training process.
To emphasize desirable conversational skills of en-
gagingness, knowledge, empathy and personality,
Blender (Roller et al., 2020) further fine-tunes the
pre-trained model with human annotated conversa-
tions. Besides the above attempts on model scale
and data selection, PLATO (Bao et al., 2019) in-
troduces discrete latent variable to tackle the in-
herent one-to-many mapping problem to improve
response quality. In this work, we further scale
up PLATO to PLATO-2 and discuss its effective
training via curriculum learning.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we discuss the effective training
of open-domain chatbot PLATO-2 via curriculum
learning, where two stages are involved. In the first
stage, one coarse-grained model is trained for gen-
eral response generation. In the second stage, two
models of fine-grained generation and evaluation
are trained for diverse response generation and re-
sponse coherence estimation. Experimental results
demonstrate that PLATO-2 achieves substantial im-
provements over the state-of-the-art methods in
both Chinese and English evaluations.
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A Scoring Criteria
Score Coherence
0
• The response is not related with the context.
• The response simply repeats the context.
• The response has obvious conflicts with the context.
• There are serious logic conflicts within the response.
1 • The response has minor conflicts with the context.• There are some minor logic conflicts in the response.
2 • The response is coherent with the context.
Score Informativeness
0
• The response doesn’t contain any information.
• This response just repeats the context and fails to bring 
any additional information.
• The information is invalid, as the coherence score is 0. 
1 • The information has conflicts with common sense.• There are factual errors in the response.
2 • The response has appropriate and correct information.
Score Engagingness
0 • I don’t want to talk with this speaker.
1 • It is kind of boring, but it is still ok to talk with this speaker. 
2 • I would like to talk with this speaker for a long conversation.
Score Humanness
0 • This speaker seems like a bot.
1 • This speaker gives unnatural responses occasionally and seems not that human-like.
2 • This speaker seems like a human being.
Table 7: Score details of four metrics in human evalua-
tion.
